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“The bank teller doesn’t have to like you before she gives you your 

money” – Lyn Hejinian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

GEORGE DEL VALLE 
 

 

 

 

In Times Square 

 

—As if the social fascia transcends  

Into choral poetry obvious here 

 

& the lights bewilder 

Tallness because height is 

Ambiguous from beneath it 

 

—As if to exit the station is to be off the track of realism, a set built to scale  

a progress in prologue. The coded apocalypse 

 

& the Nigerians of progress in the fluorescent light of boredom.  

New immigrants equal new senses for bucolic 

 

such that 

 

The current of the water will equate love with money. 

The mental act, the parsimony of city dreaming, & it is a fact that  

Lorca & O'Hara  

 

  in Birdland 

 mentioned, on separate occasions, the code of the set— 

sd how when Charlie would get there they’d lose their stomachs 

over & over alternatingly like belles du l’epoque 

 

Charlie late, the band plays anyway 

  Charlie there, time is there played to shades of 

        Brown tar/white rock/rosy gloom in a room of vermilion  

 

  Our poets go opposite headed to where the ache of the 

Great American erection dares veer the tragic cock: disclosure upon disclosure 

   & aleatory intervals of brutal real—exiled deep 

Into the wooded  proletariat asshole  of night 

 

The way we perform is by singing the same prolegomena in a different bar: 



“The difference between you and I 

Is that we're not like the others”  

The others are listening & thinking of home … 

Enterprising the moon's length between  

Here & the idealism of being lonely in a room of your peers 

 

& if one us is writing at a hotel desk spaced of a void, do the output ghastly sentences  

Mangle the pauses that toll with the language? 

Like death does       she’ll drift asleep     revolting her audience    thru uncanny pantomimes   of it 

 

(& a few, to their surprise, will even weep over what they speculate)  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sonnet for the Benefit of Seeing 

 

Somehow, you make an art out of what  

I never indicate. You lay it on the table 

To dry. & when chances like these are calcinated  

Who priests the departing spirits? I can’t see it 

 

I give my eyes the benefit of sight & 

I can hold my visage underwater longer 

Than any other muddled urtext (or rabbit?). The Italian  

Word for fear is paura & it sounds pretty, so I’ll use it: 

 

I paura a single glance on multiple loci, for focus. 

I paura the sun at its chronic limit. I paura math.  

I paura the little rooms that house the cinder condensers—o  

may you spot in my failures the splendor of the furnished 

o—may we catch the rabbit have a gambol in the mire. Night is a homunculus 

So it’s then that we grow, loosening fear in our underwear, among ourselves like nothing else. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

WILL MACHI 
 

 

40 Minutes 

 

What was 40 minutes 

 ago? Long: 

 

    I was out of work walking 

  smoking towards a home 

       I hope) still smells like sleeping 

     in ‘til                        twelve:forty 

 

   minutes late to work where 

      I left off 

 

     what was eligible— 

              I dog like I run  

                I fall like I love 

                       and all of it is so: 

            

build a nuclear weapon 

   because I stutter 

          I feel closer to you. 

 

  And it would be spelled 

   both ways of me to say I am 

    not who I say 

           I am.    

 

!

!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The Virgin 

 

You’re one of those people, emphasis 

on those as I am more of them than they  

are to her she emphasizes before taking  

another “shot” before taking another  

breath: 

 

                                         fresh air is good for you 

                                         when nobody wants to 

                                         make a decision: 

      

                   like the sky chooses to rain 

                   decides it has a mood 

                   and they’re all clouds 

                   emphasis on so much 

                   weather, it begins to be, 

                      a general kind of: 

                                                  a view of the moon, 

                                                  a mirror: 

 

         even less prediction.         how very little 

           and very large appear suddenly 

              wet, “those” that cause 

                 leaves and even less autumn: 

 

Dick Clark has made his mind up about  

birds, Time Magazine told me so,  

exceptional forgiveness we wouldn’t  

still be here if it wasn’t for some. That’s  

why. 

 

          no, I did not “lose” virginity 

          to native and untamed 

          hips of legs and lips, hair 

          in only so many places to soak 

          nor shall I ever be recipient 

          of someone else’s 

              crushed water 

 

      but if you’ll take a look through this telescope: 

 

             Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong 

                                    are raising their flag. 



 

 

MARGIE SARSFIELD 

 

Something to Be Ashamed Of 

One night that I dream of you I also dream that Burgess gives me a puppy: the dream of you is 

again something to make my morning hard lonesome and over-roots even that white long-tailed 

long-eared dog. That summer I happened to be in the best shape of my life, which is not to say I 

was happy with my shape because whatever shape I am it’s still just me inside of it to wish I 

were a smaller shape and fear that I will lose my shape and feel that my shape is not quite 

shapely enough, so even while I am not that shape now, have in fact gotten out of shape, it is 

hard to tell if I were any happier when I was in the shape I was in that summer when my shape 

was still not enough to entice you inside, that shape being the shape I am trying to return to so 

that next time I am in that shape I will be able to entice you inside. As though I’ll ever even see 

you again since you have moved down the street from where I lived that summer when I was in 

the best shape of my life and I have moved back to my parents’ house except in dreams where 

you do always look like you and I am exceptionally shapeless, a peachy ghost of crying hope in 

bars and halls and bedrooms where you finally do not choose anyone else and we can be friends 

again if only until I’m barely making it to work on time nearly every day this week. 

 

 

 

What I’d Hoped 1 

There is a sort of mushroom that controls ants’ brains. After ingestion the ant does what the 

mushroom wants it to do, which is to die. Some ants park themselves in cold high places and so 

freeze to death. Then a mushroom grows out from inside the ant. A mushroom grows out of the 

ant’s head. This can also happen with butterflies, a mushroom grows out of the butterfly’s head. 

This can also happen to any insect that eats the first mushroom, another mushroom grows out of 

its head, and scientists find them and report back.  

It is not possible to think about the ants overwhelmed by mushroom, the fungi not plant nor 

animal, mushroom-made bandages healing human skin, thousand-year-old mushrooms, 

mushrooms sprouting under Perseus’ cap, mushroom beards on beech trees, the mushrooms 

blooming in moonlight, fed by moonlight, fed by ants’ brains, glowing honey mushrooms in 

Nova Scotia, ants’ brains being something substantial enough to be controlled, butterfly brains 

coursing through the hyphae, mushrooms feeding ghost orchids, the root network of mushrooms 

extending miles under forests in California, mushrooms as immuno-modulators, deer tripping on 

Amanita Muscaria, Devil’s Cigar mushrooms whistling outward on mountains, new mushroom 

species sure to exist and be discovered in the future growing like gonads from mice and plant 

detritus, future mushrooms waiting in future worlds to have scientists find them and report back. 

 



 

 

 

 

What I’d Hoped 2 

There is a sort of mushroom that controls ants’ brains. After ingestion the ant does what the 

mushroom wants it to do, which is to die. Some ants park themselves in cold high places and so  

freeze to death. Then a mushroom grows out from inside the ant, a mushroom grows out of the 

ant’s head, this can also happen with butterflies, a mushroom grows out of the butterfly’s head, 

this can also happen to any insect that eats the first mushroom, another mushroom grows out of 

their heads, and scientists find them and report back.  

I recently was crying in the Wal-Mart at the mall, and I cried all the way through freezer-burned 

microwave dinners and dented cans of pineapples and bins of five-dollar movies and rollback’d 

prices on digital picture frames. I cried harder out into the mall proper, past the screen-printing 

kiosk and the Hot Topic and the poster store 75% off MSRP and the faux-native leather goods 

emporium full of cowhide vests and little drums with wolves painted on them. I cried buying 

tampons at the Everything a Dollar and while contemplating little marble dragons. It was awful 

to wipe away tears and order from Aunt Annie’s. It was something to see me weeping openly at 

the koi pond.  

Which is when I thought about the ants overwhelmed by mushroom, the fungi not plant nor 

animal, mushroom-made bandages healing human skin, thousand-year-old mushrooms, 

mushrooms sprouting under Perseus’ cap, mushroom beards on beech trees, the mushrooms 

blooming in moonlight, fed by moonlight, fed by ants’ brains, glowing honey mushrooms in 

nova scotia, ants’ brains being something substantial enough to be controlled, butterfly brains 

coursing through the hyphae, mushrooms feeding ghost orchids, the root network of mushrooms 

extending miles under forests in California, mushrooms as immuno-modulators, deer tripping on 

Amanita muscaria, Devil’s Cigar mushrooms whistling outward on mountains, new mushroom 

species sure to exist and be discovered in the future growing like gonads from mice and plant 

detritus, future mushrooms waiting in future worlds to have scientists find them and report back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

JESSE KATZ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Impending Sunset 

  

 

Left hidden away, child’s toy, your childhood’s toy, you’re a child story now 

limping from lip to lip between phrasing 

unaccompanied, mid-ocean bound, never escape, was it ever a question 

you stand silhouetted now,  

 a haze of your output occupying  

 every lens between me and you 

 

The coast is relatively clear of impending sunset 

though, we all know it ends for you here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MAX TEMNOGOROD 
 

The Kosmos 

 

!" #$ %&'()"* +',-./0% 

(10+'+# $20$13. 

 

Now there’s a word to make 

      you feel 

 small 

   in an armchair at the far end 

        of the living room 

    

   on New Year’s Eve twinkling 

        over your head 

            (like a galaxy 

   in the science books, a cosmonaut 

      waving satellites in 

 

   orbit) 

        over your head 

            like the zodiac tinsel 

   on a night like this 

 

 small 

   in an armchair (facing tin can fresh 

        pencil plant-crowded 

      windowsill) 

 

          across the living room 

 with thoughts of the cosmos 

        (from the Greek 456µ78, for 

   order, ornament) twinkling 

 

 

        over your head 

                  like your evergreen bearing 

       future memory 

   on spheres born glowing 

 

 familiar 

   & a night like this (now 

 

there’s a word 



     to make you feel 

 familiar) 

 

         in resembling tinsel cast open 

                   into space and around 

 

  the roots of a Christmas tree  

   at the far end 

           of the living room 

            bearing 

       a north star made of 

 small red lights (brilliant 

          burning 

                           over your head 

 

   beside the armchair at the far end 

           of your galaxy, twinkling 

              into darkness and around 

   your thoughts, the cosmos 

              making you feel 

 

 small. 

 

 

oh, another turn 

 

always an onion layer side street 

witness to shooings away of gypsy 

distractions, buying a quail egg turtle 

for my sister, swaying over first meals 

once seated in Brussels afternoon pallor, 

staying awake in honeyed aromas of dark 

 

beer and soft cheese servings, feeling easy 

among mid June fabrics and eighty percent 

French newspaper, finding the twins alive 

and settled into top bunk hostels, upstair 

waving to girls down the hall brushing 

their teeth, finding the promised gyro 

place and the monasterium of pints, 

loving deeply earth bound souls. 

 



 

NORA CURRY 

 

 

 

 

sage poem 

 

probably plastic 

& we could be breathing 

or lake-slipping or 

hand-slipping so now 

hot & burning 

 

maybe staying in 

tonight or solstice 

silent argues 

paper promise  

hits the fire right 

 

or untangle self from 

fairy lights & not 

save true things 

just for the sink 

 

but for the ages  

our aims mark  

we might be  

frozen dirt fingered 

we might be  

post office regulars 

we might be burning 

 

& no it smells like  

 sage no 

it smells like  

all the things  

we might be burning 

 

oh & what are you regretting now. 

 

 



 

 

how to make kindling pt 1 

 

In any event there was no way out and the phone was ringing. It was cold and the treetops were 

bare but so what so were the bottoms. What happens in the medicine garden doesn’t stay in the 

medicine garden. In any event no one in the airport really thought that woman was a terrorist, 

because probably she was just sad. The melted fire alarm is somebody’s fault. We wished good 

things for the ash tree and then hid the remains. For which no one is sorry. In any event an hour 

later he says thank you for the fortune but actually what he came in for was the time. Surely the 

dead deer is no one’s fault. The question was how many people out of bed constitutes an 

irregular night. In any event there was no way out or just no easy. The punch line is there’s a 

teaspoon, paprika, and maple syrup, and you don’t know what to do. If your fingers are always 

cold, there’s good reason to be concerned, or wear gloves. There was a harpist, a swing dance, 

more than one suspended knife. When she woke up she didn’t know anyone but he would 

willingly know her. It was raining outside and there were pumas about, or just the figment of an 

owl and a belly laugh. In any event they were packing up the car boot sale and we had only just 

barely gotten there. She was trying to relieve herself in the grass but there were shooting stars 

and only so much focus. There was cardamom in the coffee, the fire bucket back, the laundry 

hung. In any event these are indelible nights. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MATTHEW BURGESS 

 

 

 

Dream or Else 

 

“The living iguanas will come and bite the men who do not dream.” 

                                                            –Federico Garcia Lorca 

 

The serrated edges of the crepuscular pygmy owls’ feathers 

    will muffle their wing beats so they can fly silently 

to the bodies of dreamless men before pecking their eyelids. 

    Female mosquitoes will buzz near the ears of snoozing men, 

sniffing out the dreamless. They inject anticoagulant saliva 

    before inserting elongated proboscises. Stampedes 

of six-week-old Welsh Corgie Pembroke puppies will lick 

    the ankles of dreamless men until they wake up 

and play with them. New York City pigeons will swarm 

    the dropped gyro first, while the blue-footed boobies 

of the Galápagos archipelago will induce dreaming 

    with their mere being. Western grey kangaroos 

of the Darling River Basin will sniff the noses of men 

    who do not dream, while anime kangaroos may use 

the dribble hissatsu technique in Inazume Eleven universe. 

    Chinchillas, facing extinction, can’t be bothered 

with men who do not dream, but if provoked, they jump 

    up to six feet high and spray reddish-orange urine. 

The iguanas will use their parietal eye—a pale scale 

    on top of their heads—to detect if the men are dreamless 

or not. Across insomniacs’ chests, they rest gently. 

 

 

 



 

Nocturne 

 

Maybe an orange  

will help. Or a  

minneola tangelo. 

 

I know. Auto- 

correct tried to 

make it Minnelli 

 

and Liza helps 

get the neighbor's 

rottweiler out 

 

of my next dream 

I hope. I had 

said provocative  

 

things at a curb 

then the deadbolt 

went suddenly  

 

butter. But I  

was naked in 

winter fridgelight 

 

before the fist- 

fight in the foyer  

and the orange 

 

is eaten. I mean  

minneola tangelo.  

Forecast predicts  

 

snow by seven 

AM. Waking up  

has always been  

 

the surest way 



out of my trickiest  

pickles. Waking 

 

up and writing 

'trickiest pickles' 

or seeing your 

 

picture: delicate  

nest in a branch 

pinned against 

 

your studio wall. 

The ghost above 

is merely light. 

 

There's no telling 

what happens next. 

'Night again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RYAN SKRABALAK 

 

 

 

#3 (nearby growing cinnamon) 

  

Night, unlock the cells and dreams he had struggled and bled with arms entire.  Rinse his rosy 

palms in tin.  And curse his rhymes righteous so old.   And o may his violin glands at Versailles 

be right, his galaxy of cloaks smalling the arias of amber birds, his shining furs of Dramamine. 

 It is time slowly to gain flames.   And know such the night.   

 

Snakes begin the brainstained arachnid month.  Elitists go find altars of crystal phalli as they 

spin.  It’s an immediate Easter, shooting hail, and orchards run over my country on stilts of 

cumulus frail foil.  Our leaden God shone in belabored fights of oil in the stadium. 

 

In a valley of fumes this all goes neat as grain—o ducks of fluorescence and glints of stairs, crisp 

and fearless, o dust trim and o kinetic salaams, gauge him not as grim, and tandem we will go 

eerie, we will go hard as a scion.  I’m nearby growing cinnamon and so dull for your reach. 

 

And sinning still on hills, yes, we leaned nice, we leaned haggard.  Leaned gloomy, leaned 

groggy.  And each of us trained and ripe, and good now, and soiled.  And grass-stained, and 

fearless, and ghastly.  August without radiance, without homeland and your aching, I aim inside 

you, not growing hairs and locks, nor fiddles for her, for you.  I am feeding you light, freer as 

that heart unearthed. 

 

As far as not noise, a noise nightly is: bodily, cool, faded.   Again alone on a salty planet, I of 

enough heart go mail my outreached classics and dull earths; August is decaying and I ride rabid 

yet beautiful arias, rabid fully entranced in the snags bearing my cry, rabid while cramped up. 

 Rabid and land near some Shambala, choosing fear.   

 

 

 

 

 



#7 (the backs of lakes) 

 

O but I mold and duel feathers bulleting my intuition.  Ghostly and eerie it is.  Teased for 

triumvirate, never laid near treasure.  Fads line in shambles— the duality lies to me, glassily.  Of 

the hinterland cosine filigree they fall for heads of houses reading the scimitar’s spell.  Spires 

and tracks dissolve, coagulate.  O lethargies, it’s mostly lack of callousness I leave choruses 

with, with what another week offers to my orchid self.  And still I am shivering. 

 

You and I do something as assailed gin philosophers and fans of the opera.  It’s good then, 

drunken, in the peat moss around the castle.  And my will is of preach.  I screech sun-deep in 

mud flats of your old cake land, and the torch of atlas on my eyes, immortal neither.   Ailed and 

this faded lion is shamed, but I mold and duel less.  And something is dueling my conscience. 

 Less. 

 

Among us Amharic sires airs that cumulative game of our eyes and old timpanis: o foul fullness 

of teaching, o preaching mother faintly lighting up the home, o blatant mountain fainting quick 

into the valley.  Calling for more royal gloss without caves and traditions.  In that.  Leave him 

solo with his piano, and not a thing more.  He teaches without knowing, and larks for her.  On 

the backs of lakes they ride, trembling, sated on honey doubly so, speaking by horseback. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STACY SKOLNIK 
 

 

 

The Cabbie 

 

 

Did you have fun tonight? I hope you had fun tonight. 

Are you Russian? A lot of Russians look like that. 

What is your name? Steshy? Steshy? That’s a ehhh…nice name. Nice name.  

You live here or there? Just visiting? 

Where are you from? Where are your parents from? Born in New York? 

Did you have a good time tonight? Now it is a very important time to enjoy life. You must enjoy 

life. 

 

I’m giving it my best shot. 

Pulling up in front of my apartment, he fondles my 20, inspects it, as if it’s a forgery.  

 

Do you want my card? Here take my card, if ever you need help, my card, my card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANDREW MASLOWSKY 

 

Army Man 

 

I wasn't patient, I wasn't proud, I wasn't passive I couldn't have been weak I couldn't have been 

wrong no I wasn't there that night with you even though the records were blue and persistent and 

you wanted me to be, but the craziest thing is that happened only last monday and i'm 29 minutes 

away from a weekend's halt and I'll still march to work tomorrow. yeah I'll still walk the halls 

here and, yes I'll go make my money just to spend it on more money just to spend that on 

marching powder just to have the will to go to work like a baboon skin pursed-lip guzzler who 

mothers a'plenty. who fathoms the upscale and dampens the air of the driest passions but so are 

the penthouse suite sweeties they're local poets who serve the foreign men who conjure the shit 

these chicks write about. he doesn't have to be on the team if he is the one who created it and 

then made it sit bitch to where he is at a window seat with gale force winds to his hair and his 

shirt behaves like a flag in the paranoid and uncertain afghani nights. so goodbye brother you 

have your tour I know I've had mine don't tell mom although I know I'll have to. your normal life 

unsettled by uneasy men who are dough-eyed and plagued with the domestic forces that carved 

the path you chose. they don't have to receive orders because they are the ones who issued them. 

either you're a general or you're a civilian prince, don't you see that yet? there is an arachnid 

mentality at the head end of this abdomen six eyes focused on you and the other two waiting for 

the next pray even though they watch you doesn't mean you can't slip away undetected. this is 

your chance and here I am standing at your eventual exit. so brother, just watch how I do this, 

and follow suit. be alarmed with every moment you choose not to and let this army pass you by 

or you will pass in front of them cause their cadence decree will be like a tether for the dogs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Feels Like Shit 

...is that when you're supposed to say "GET BEHIND ME SATAN!!! YOU ARE A 

STUMBLING BLOCK IN MY PATH!!" or something like that? i'm selfish. god am i ever. 

guess how much i want to stay here. here with my folks, here with my kin, here with my heat, 

here with my morning shower, here with my insurance paid for and forgotten about; not at all.  

i don't need those things as i learned out on the terrain. these things aren’t real. what is real is the 

sunset over the grand canyon. what’s real is the last wave that breaks at midnight and finally rolls 

back into the ripple. silent and unpretentious. what’s real is the bastard sons who don't even need 

a picture of their daddies. What’s real is student loan debt, and mistakes charged with retail 

fraud. 

you'll feel that shit when the morning comes, then you'll splash water and oil onto your cracked 

and glistening face and put on that bleak fucking smile, that graveyard hairdo, those trespassing 

stockings that ride up above your waist like my hands at noon. these curls aren't easy to make, 

your straight hair is golden and all over my blue jacket, it's present in nearly every part of my 

life, your hair, god won't you shave that shit till it burns? it'll grow back red, it'll grow back like 

celery, it'll grow back with trinkets and jangly dissertations dangling in the face of your 

professor, and his tax-lord and his IRS hound-dog that wants your bones. as bad as he wants your 

ass to press like a iron to his pleated pantaloons, his crotch of phone-sex stench. i know you can’t 

resist it. i can feel my heart runnin' like the freights at 2:45 the world round.  

hot electric rails in your nose, you can sniff this smell you can say you love it you can convince 

even me of these things until we get to the corner of fate and consequence and then your true 

nature will show just as your bad habits do when you are faced with a growing notion that sooner 

or later you'll be in the ditch with blood on your dashboard nose broken face broken pride 

shattered everything shattered. vertabrae out of place hernia and ulcer for your guts, baldness and 

rash for your scalp and chest. this isn't your chance to get better, only worse. you haven't gone far 

enough, you haven't gone deep enough, no this can't be it because all you ever wanted was to be 

sick and dry and high all the time, now that you've got what you want how can you say that you 

know where you're headed.  

turns out you're not coming back from this street. one way babe, one way. you get pulled over for 

going down this street and they inform you of the strict directional theories that put in place in 

1945, and of course you tell them, "well now, you know that i'm only going one way, man." he'll 

send you to jail, he'll send you to his back alley cop-rape gang punch-out horror flick turned 

garbage can trash valley broken down slum and all he'll say to you is that he was just trying to 

get close to you after all. 

 

 



KATE CONTE 

 

Russ 

 

Puddle bath for 20 black birds 

outside rakes & hocks Auto 

he’s got roadmap arms, says where he’s been 

born to run. Bruce understood 

meat & potatoes, Bud heavy, ass lash stools 

blue collar, no caller 

nights  

She’s a bar fly 

 

uses her gin & grin to suck up ghosts 

fails every 3am like most 

holed up in a 2 room box car 

2, 3 miles from 

where whistle pig means ground hog, 

skies set tangerine & 

boys spit pits 

behind wheat totems. 

 

 

He rags his grease hands, 

slip tongue through jean loops 

her grass eyes, green days wonder 

where the hell he’s been  

his arms aren’t enough. 

I stopped to think and thought of you, 

he said 

don’t talk about things that die, 

she said. 

 

 

 



January 

 

Banana moon over the New Utrecht D 

watched a dog piss in a dead garden. 

Trovato Liquor put my life in boxes 

and every weekend it rained, 

26 yrs kicked to the curb cut outside 1856. 

Tipped beer over Popy’s wood floors, 

I drank my reservoir dry 

half gallon milk carton with nickel guts, 

I shake off sand. 

 

Little brother, six foot tall brother 

Philly gone brother, exit 309 & 2hrs brother 

older brother, short brother 

shows up with laundry on grandma’s 74
th

 brother, 

left. 

Slept on the couch for 12yrs out of spite mother 

first two weeks in the month mother 

left. 

 

Father drags on 

7 months, 15 days & 1 painting 

and my back hurts without  

any chairs anymore 

living in a living room— 

 

I wait for walls to grow skin. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 



JOSEPH FRITSCH 

 

     I 

 

              over the marsh, the dark deep eddies  

near the rushes the bulls  what stirs   

 with a ghost tail and double thick sides 

       one eye the wars of a people the other shadows  

         ancient spines the mouth of the river 

when myth lies down beside the familiar  

    what were no other classes learning 

    that year and my voice is dragon? 

                   

                 approaching a tree 

abloom with crow in wax day 

and shouting so my voice is flock? 

    

                     II 

 

        time collapses, a friend says 

the past as process 

    and errors of memory 

what we anticipate and how it happens 

an ongoing or eternal event 

                framed with bones of 

 dead relations and lovers she chose  

and I want to say it's not out there 

 the consuming fire that burned through her 

   was as good as the sun to measure days 

         her ridges empty flesh a gnomon  

          it is matter that makes time, I want to say 

                                     and her arrangement dissolved 

 

but she frays 

           time at the edges 

                 creates a needlepoint of then then  

          and shrouds the present dark so she 

            may in the oblivion space be with again 

           and turn her absence into presence  

                   and so my voice is silence? 

 



 

   III 

  

  coast     skip 

 over the inlet  find chalk 

  line in sand  

 a bottle reef   good homes 

 to be kept        at bay  

       dale to vale current/riverwork   and voice is mouth 

 

IV 

 

                         a path through winter 

              the hare path and the belly that drags 

                     the path of crows: triad 

     there is a deer path 

                   facet path 

      of the crystal path 

                           path of iced bramble  

                     the path through is also 

                     the path of 

               unused path mouse  

                           path in the earth the seven  

          hundredth path that welcomes 

                       or path that's closed  

                     the path back was the  

                           path from 

         the chosen path who made 

                    this path wind 

                           path suggested 

                           path and so my  

  voice is snow? 

 

                    VA 

 

                         by their metric,  

I surpassed them  

                        the little things they decorate 

       how proud of their home they never dance in 

    I will create a measure to measure myself after 

I have done  

                                 and they will not be reference  

so my voice is vaunt? 



                   

  V B 

  total blowout 

                is as breathe  be become grow backwards  

 “we are reminded” what a sweetheart! not to say 

   how could you not know!? 

 for I know!           a word is never more 

  than its perceived meaning 

 which is to say it is not excluded from the turning of everything 

  voice is tropical when? 

 

  VAWAY 

 

 with two finger under one eye smear of ochre to say: 

   sunrise     open air         3) friend   care   beautiful share and Iroquois Nation 

 and other the under smear of oil: You xaxrxex what the world makes of your biology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CELIA VARGAS 
 

Pious Soldier Soon Forgotten (Rhesus) 

 

The political implications were greater. 

He would never ever be as important, 

As the generals with rotten teeth 

& peacock hats. 

  

Let’s reconsider the royal WE, 

for he was this, but only for a second. 

Dolon was a hero: 

 

He had no need of royalty, 

Did not wish to marry high, 

No gold or fames of tongue— 

He only wished for  

Horses.  

 

Dressed as a wolf, 

As in shape of a brute of four fold 

Foot  

over the darkling—no news to report 

 

—He was struck down 

He died. 

Went cold,  

when the sun  

woke that morning, he turned at the sight. 

 

Dolon—the spy, 

Dead, lips purple and black. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Last Home 

 

I won’t ever know the last home. 

 

 I like to think about it though, 

 Quiet thoughts, simple things. 

 They sound like tight— 

 Confined, it will be cramped, I know. 

 

Then I start to cry, with hot sun on my chaffed cheeks, 

The public park is not the place to cry about last homes, 

And lost friends still wandering around empty apartments. 

 

The story of my last home will not  

Be documented on sheets of linen soft, 

No it will be my last home far from the first. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"But it's the words. It's the words. And, actually, it's one word at a time. 

So, it's just one word. Then, after the word, it's the story." – Ted 

Berrigan 




